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9" Low Bay:
•	1000 to 2000 lumens
•	Clear, colored & diffused dome options

12" Low Bay:
•	1500 to 4000 lumens
•	Clear, diffused & aluminum dome options

16" Low Bay:
•	6000 to 9000 lumen
•	Clear, diffused & aluminum dome options
•	DLC listed at 85W & under

22" High Bay:
•	13000 to 26000 lumens
•	Shallow & deep versions in acrylic; also  
 Polycarbonate & aluminum dome options

9", 12", 16" & 22"

Low Bay / High Bay Low Bay / High Bay
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HIGH BAYLOW BAY
LED 22"
VR series, 18000 to 24000 lumens

NP15-021

LED high bay |120-277 Volt 

DOME

open refractor
22PRAS Shallow prismatic dome,  
 acrylic
 

22PRA Prismatic dome, acrylic

22PRP Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

aluminum shade
22ALWH White dome

22ALBL Black dome

22ALMS Metallic silver dome

22ALCC Custom color dome

Note: Interior surface of the aluminum 
shade is high reflective white, standard. 
Exterior is textured finish.

This fixture is designed with (3) Vero 29 COB 
arrays and (3) drivers. Standard wiring will 
be with a single switch leg, optional 2SW or 
3SW will allow for multiple switch legs and 
illumination levels.

Housing is a heavy aluminum extrusion with 
polyester powder coat finish offered in white, 
black, metallic silver and custom colors. 
Optional DA (diffused aluminum) has an 
etched surface on the aluminum housing for 
a raw industrial appearance.

This fixture features a 3/4" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and will 
be joined with a coupling.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support.

Bridgelux Vero 29 Array Series COB
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module.

 � 80 CRI is standard and a 90 CRI option 
is offered. With the 90 CRI option, lower 
lumen output and reduced lumens per 
watt will be experienced.

Electronic Drivers
 � 0-10V dimming to 10%

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized passive heat sinks  

 designed for maximum heat dissipation. 

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

22"

13  3⁄8"

27  5⁄8"

8 3⁄8"

22  3⁄8"

12" L 
standard

shown above

P/N Example: LHB22-VR165-35K-WH-P18/22PRA/SC

accessories

 

housing

temp

 lumens

 series

LHB22 - VR165 - 35K - WH - P18  / 22PRA  / SC

dome

options

 

SC

Safety

Cable

SERIES
LHB22 High bay 22"

WATTS   
VR165 165 watts  (≈ 18000 lumen) 
VR210 210 watts  (≈ 21000 lumen) 
VR255 255 watts  (≈ 24000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
3K   3000K 
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
 0-10V DC standard, leave
 box blank

HOUSING
DA Diffused aluminum 
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length
HC Hook & cord (6-ft. cord standard) 
2SW Two switch legs (not available 

with cord option
3SW Three switch legs (1/1/1)
9CR 90 CRI, effects lumens per watt 
REM Remote battery pack

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
WG22 Wire guard, bottom
PLA22 Conical prismatic lens, acrylic
PLP22 Conical prismatic lens, poly
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard

LED 9"
VR series, 1000 to 2000 lumens

NP15-007

LED low bay |120-277 Volt 

P/N Example: LHB9-VR20-27K-WH-P18 /9PRADIF/SC

This fixture features a 5/8" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and 
will be joined with a coupling. For custom 
lengths, specify the FC Field Cut kit and a 
standard length that can be cut to desired 
length in the field.

Housing has a polyester powder coat finish 
offered in white, black, metallic silver 
and custom colors. Optional DA (diffused 
aluminum) has an etched surface on the 
extruded aluminum housing for a raw 
industrial appearance.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support. 

Bridgelux Vero 18 Array Series
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module. 

 � 80 CRI is standard and a 90 CRI option 
is offered. With the 90 CRI option, lower 
lumen output and reduced lumens per 
watt will be experienced.

Electronic Driver
 � 0-10V dimming to 10% (Dimming not   

 offered with coil cord options)

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized aluminum passive 

heat sink, designed for maximum heat 
dissipation. 

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

9"

6"

12" L 
standard

LHB9 - VR20- 27K - WH - P18 / 9PRADIF / SC

DOME

open refractor
9PRA__ Prismatic dome,
 clear acrylic

 DIF Diffused (white)
 MET Metalized interior

 
9PRP__ Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

 BLU Blue
 RED Red
 GRN Green
 AMB Amber

12 1⁄2"

Blue

GreenRed Amber

Diffused (white) Metalized interior

accessories

 

housing

temp

 lumens

 series dome

options

 

SC

Safety

Cable

Note:  9PRA and 9PRP domes will be clear. Add designations 
for options and color. Example:  9PRP-BLU

SERIES
LHB9 Low bay 9"

WATTS   

VR15 15 watts  (≈ 1000 lumen) 
VR20 20 watts  (≈ 1500 lumen) 
VR25 25 watts  (≈ 2000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
27K  2700K
3K   3000K
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
 0-10V DC standard, leave
 box blank 

2WR 2-wire. TRIAC forward-phase or  
 ELV reverse-phase (100%-1%)  
 (120V only)

HOUSING
DA Diffused aluminum 
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length 
CA Cord and cable, 6 ft.
CAxx Cord and cable, custom length 

replace xx with length in feet
CCA Coil cord and cable, adjustable 

from 2 to 8 feet in length
CCA12 Coil cord and cable, from 4 to 12 

feet in length
9CR 90 CRI, effects lumens per watt

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard
347V 347V Step down transformer for  
 remote installation
DMX DMX analog interface, remote
 (120V only)
FC Field cut kit

*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.

*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.
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LOW BAYHIGH BAY

*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.

*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.

LED 22"
CZ series, 13000 to 26000 lumens

NP15-009

LED high bay |120-277 Volt 

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

22"

27  5⁄8"

13  3⁄8"

12" L 
standard

DOME

open refractor
22PRAS Shallow prismatic dome,  
 acrylic
 

22PRA Prismatic dome, acrylic

22PRP Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

aluminum shade
22ALWH White dome

22ALBL Black dome

22ALMS Metallic silver dome

22ALCC Custom color dome

Note: Interior surface of the aluminum 
shade is high reflective white, standard. 
Exterior is textured finish.

8 3⁄8"

22  3⁄8"

shown above

P/N Example: LHB22-CZ120-35K-WH-P18/22PRAS/PLA22

accessories

 

housing

temp

 lumens

 series

LHB22 - CZ120 - 35K - WH - P18  / 22PRAS  / PLA22

dome

options

 

SC

Safety

Cable

SERIES
LHB22 High bay 22"

WATTS   
CZ120 120 watts  (≈ 13000 lumen) 
CZ160 160 watts  (≈ 17000 lumen) 
CZ200 200 watts  (≈ 22000 lumen) 
CZ240 240 watts  (≈ 26000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
 0-10V DC standard, leave
 box blank

HOUSING
DA Diffused aluminum 
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length
HC Hook & cord (6-ft. cord standard) 
2SW Two switch legs (not available 

with cord option

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
WG22 Wire guard, bottom
PLA22 Conical prismatic lens, acrylic
PLP22 Conical prismatic lens, poly
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard

This fixture is designed with (1) Citizens 
CitiLED series COB and (2) drivers. Standard 
wiring will be a single switch leg; optional 
2SW will provide two switch leg control of 
the COB.

Housing is a heavy aluminum extrusion with 
polyester powder coat finish offered in white, 
black, metallic silver and custom colors. 
Optional DA (diffused aluminum) has an 
etched surface on the aluminum housing for 
a raw industrial appearance.

This fixture features a 3/4" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and will 
be joined with a coupling.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support.   

Citizens CitiLED Series COB
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module.

 � 80 CRI

Electronic Drivers
 � 0-10V dimming to 10%

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized passive heat sinks  

designed for maximum heat dissipation. 

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

LED 12" 
VR series, 1500 to 4000 lumens

NP15-008

LED low bay |120-277 Volt 

P/N Example: LHB12-VR50-27K-WH-P18/12PRA/PLA12

This fixture features a 5/8" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and 
will be joined with a coupling. For custom 
lengths, specify the FC Field Cut kit and a 
standard length that can be cut to desired 
length in the field.

Housing has a polyester powder coat finish 
offered in white, black, metallic silver 
and custom colors. Optional DA (diffused 
aluminum) has an etched surface on the 
extruded aluminum housing for a raw 
industrial appearance. Heat sink is supplied 
black anodized standard. Heat sink can be 
supplied in optional finishes, contact factory.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support.  

Bridgelux Vero 18 Array Series
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module.

 � 80 CRI is standard and a 90 CRI option 
is offered. With the 90 CRI option, lower 
lumen output and reduced lumens per 
watt will be experienced.

Electronic Driver
 � 0-10V dimming to 10% (Dimming not   

 offered with coil cord options)

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized aluminum passive 

heat sink, designed for maximum heat 
dissipation.

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

12 1⁄2"

7 1⁄2"

16"

12" L 
standard

 Black Heat Sink

 Housing

LHB12 - VR50- 27K - WH - P18  / 12PRA  / PLA12

accessories

 

housing

temp

 lumens

 series dome

options

 

SC

Safety

Cable

5"

1⁄4"
CCA

Coil Cord

& Cable Kit

5"

1⁄4"CA

Cord &

Cable Kit

DOME

open refractor
12PRA Prismatic dome, acrylic
12PRA-DIF Diffused prismatic  
 dome, acrylic.
 80/20 distribution
12PRP Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

aluminum shade
12ALWH White dome

12ALBL Black dome

12ALMS Metallic silver dome

12ALCC Custom color dome

Note: Interior surface of the aluminum 
shade is high reflective white, standard.
Exterior is textured finish.

SERIES
LHB12 Low bay 12"

WATTS   

VR20 20 watts  (≈ 1500 lumen) 
VR25 25 watts  (≈ 2000 lumen) 
VR35 35 watts  (≈ 3000 lumen) 
VR50 50 watts  (≈ 4000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
27K  2700K
3K   3000K
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
 0-10V DC standard, leave
 box blank

HOUSING
DA Diffused aluminum 
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

 NOTE: Heat sink is black. 

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length 
CA Cord and cable, 6 ft.
CAxx Cord and cable, custom length 

replace xx with length in feet
CCA Coil cord and cable, adjustable 

from 2 to 8 feet in length
CCA12 Coil cord and cable, from 4 to 12 

feet in length
9CR 90 CRI, effects lumens per watt 
RLEM Remote Emergency Pack. Contact  

factory for details. Not available  
on cord mount

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
WG12 Wire guard, bottom 
PLA12 Conical prismatic lens, acrylic
PLP12 Conical prismatic lens, poly
FCL12 Flat clear lens, acrylic
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard
347V 347V Step down transformer for  
 remote installation
DMX DMX analog interface, remote
 (120V only)
FC Field cut kit
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LOW BAYLOW BAY

*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.

*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.

LED 16"
VR series, 6000 to 9000 lumens 

NP15-006

LED low bay |120-277 Volt 

P/N Example: LHB16-VR55-27K-WH-P18/L16PRA  / PLA16

accessories

 

DOME

open refractor
L16PRA Prismatic dome, acrylic
L16PRA-DIF Diffused prismatic  
 dome, acrylic.
 80/20 distribution
L16PRP Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

This fixture features a 5/8" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and 
will be joined with a coupling. For custom 
lengths, specify the FC Field Cut kit and a 
standard length that can be cut to desired 
length in the field.

Housing has a polyester powder coat finish 
offered in white, black, metallic silver 
and custom colors. Optional DA (diffused 
aluminum) has an etched surface on the 
extruded aluminum housing for a raw 
industrial appearance. Heat sink is supplied 
black anodized standard. Heat sink can be 
supplied in optional finishes, contact factory.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support.

Bridgelux Vero 29 Array Series
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module.

 � 80 CRI is standard and a 90 CRI option 
is offered. With the 90 CRI option, lower 
lumen output and reduced lumens per 
watt will be experienced.

Electronic Driver
 � 0-10V dimming to 10% (Dimming not   

 offered with coil cord options)

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized aluminum passive 

heat sink, designed for maximum heat 
dissipation. 

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

housing

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

temp

 lumens

 series

LHB16 - VR55 - 27K - WH - P18  / L16PRA  / PLA16

aluminum shade
L16ALWH White dome

L16ALBL Black dome

L16ALMS Metallic silver dome

L16ALCC Custom color dome

Note: Interior surface of the aluminum 
shade is high reflective white, standard. 
Exterior is textured finish.

SERIES
LHB16 Low bay 16"

WATTS   

VR55 55 watts  (≈ 6000 lumen) 
VR70 70 watts  (≈ 7000 lumen) 
VR85 85 watts  (≈ 8000 lumen) 
VR100 100 watts  (≈ 9000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
27K  2700K
3K   3000K
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
0-10V DC standard, leave box blank

HOUSING
DA Diffused aluminum 
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

 NOTE: Heat sink is black.

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length 
CA Cord and cable, 6 ft.
CAxx Cord and cable, custom length 

replace xx with length in feet
CCA Coil cord and cable, adjustable 

from 2 to 8 feet in length
CCA12 Coil cord and cable, from 4 to 12 

feet in length
9CR 90 CRI, effects lumens per watt 
RLEM Remote Emergency Pack. Contact  

factory for details. Not available  
on cord mount

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
WG16 Wire guard, bottom
PLA16 Conical prismatic lens, acrylic
PLP16 Conical prismatic lens, poly
FCL16 Flat clear lens, acrylic
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard
347V 347V Step down transformer for  
 remote installation
DMX DMX analog interface, remote
 (120V only)
FC Field cut kit

SC

Safety

Cable

dome

options

 

LED 16", DLC qualified
6000 to 8000 lumens

NP14-083

LED low bay |120-277 Volt 

P/N Example: LHB16-VR55-27K-WH-P18/ L16PRA /347V

LHB16 - VR55 - 27K - WH - P18  / L16PRA  / 347V

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

DOME

open refractor
L16PRA Prismatic dome, acrylic
L16PRP Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

aluminum shade
L16ALWH White dome

L16ALBL Black dome

L16ALMS Metallic silver dome

L16ALCC Custom color dome

Note: Interior surface of the aluminum 
shade is high reflective white, standard.
Exterior is textured finish.

accessories

 

housing

temp

 lumens

 series dome

options

 

SC

Safety

Cable

5"

1⁄4"
CCA

Coil Cord

& Cable Kit

5"

1⁄4"CA

Cord &

Cable Kit

SERIES
LHB16 Low bay 16"

WATTS   

VR55 55 watts  (≈ 6000 lumen) 
VR70 70 watts  (≈ 7000 lumen) 
VR85 85 watts  (≈ 8000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
27K  2700K
3K   3000K
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
 0-10V DC standard, leave
 box blank

HOUSING
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

 NOTE: Heat sink is black.

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length 
CA Cord and cable, 6 ft.
CAxx Cord and cable, custom length 

replace xx with length in feet
CCA Coil cord and cable, adjustable 

from 2 to 8 feet in length
CCA12 Coil cord and cable, from 4 to 12 

feet in length
RLEM Remote Emergency Pack. Contact  

factory for details. Not available  
on cord mount

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
WG16 Wire guard, bottom
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard
347V 347V Step down transformer for  
 remote installation
DMX DMX analog interface, remote
 (120V only)
FC Field cut kit

This fixture features a 5/8" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and 
will be joined with a coupling. For custom 
lengths, specify the FC Field Cut kit and a 
standard length that can be cut to desired 
length in the field.

Housing has a polyester powder coat finish 
offered in white, black, metallic silver 
and custom colors. Optional DA (diffused 
aluminum) has an etched surface on the 
extruded aluminum housing for a raw 
industrial appearance. Heat sink is supplied 
black anodized standard. Heat sink can be 
supplied in optional finishes, contact factory.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support.  

Bridgelux Vero 29 Array Series
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module.

 � 80 CRI

Electronic Driver
 � 0-10V dimming to 10% (Dimming not   

 offered with coil cord options)

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized passive heat sink designed  

 for maximum heat dissipation. 

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

DesignLights Consortium® Qualified. Refer 
to DLC website for current information 
designlights.org.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

16"16"

11"11"

25" (100W)

24" (up to 85W)

25" (100W)

24" (up to 85W)

12" L 
standard

12" L 
standard

Black Heat SinkBlack Heat Sink

HousingHousing
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*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.

*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.

LED 16"
VR series, 6000 to 9000 lumens 

NP15-006

LED low bay |120-277 Volt 

P/N Example: LHB16-VR55-27K-WH-P18/L16PRA  / PLA16

accessories

 

DOME

open refractor
L16PRA Prismatic dome, acrylic
L16PRA-DIF Diffused prismatic  
 dome, acrylic.
 80/20 distribution
L16PRP Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

This fixture features a 5/8" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and 
will be joined with a coupling. For custom 
lengths, specify the FC Field Cut kit and a 
standard length that can be cut to desired 
length in the field.

Housing has a polyester powder coat finish 
offered in white, black, metallic silver 
and custom colors. Optional DA (diffused 
aluminum) has an etched surface on the 
extruded aluminum housing for a raw 
industrial appearance. Heat sink is supplied 
black anodized standard. Heat sink can be 
supplied in optional finishes, contact factory.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support.

Bridgelux Vero 29 Array Series
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module.

 � 80 CRI is standard and a 90 CRI option 
is offered. With the 90 CRI option, lower 
lumen output and reduced lumens per 
watt will be experienced.

Electronic Driver
 � 0-10V dimming to 10% (Dimming not   

 offered with coil cord options)

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized aluminum passive 

heat sink, designed for maximum heat 
dissipation. 

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

housing

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

temp

 lumens

 series

LHB16 - VR55 - 27K - WH - P18  / L16PRA  / PLA16

aluminum shade
L16ALWH White dome

L16ALBL Black dome

L16ALMS Metallic silver dome

L16ALCC Custom color dome

Note: Interior surface of the aluminum 
shade is high reflective white, standard. 
Exterior is textured finish.

SERIES
LHB16 Low bay 16"

WATTS   

VR55 55 watts  (≈ 6000 lumen) 
VR70 70 watts  (≈ 7000 lumen) 
VR85 85 watts  (≈ 8000 lumen) 
VR100 100 watts  (≈ 9000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
27K  2700K
3K   3000K
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
0-10V DC standard, leave box blank

HOUSING
DA Diffused aluminum 
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

 NOTE: Heat sink is black.

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length 
CA Cord and cable, 6 ft.
CAxx Cord and cable, custom length 

replace xx with length in feet
CCA Coil cord and cable, adjustable 

from 2 to 8 feet in length
CCA12 Coil cord and cable, from 4 to 12 

feet in length
9CR 90 CRI, effects lumens per watt 
RLEM Remote Emergency Pack. Contact  

factory for details. Not available  
on cord mount

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
WG16 Wire guard, bottom
PLA16 Conical prismatic lens, acrylic
PLP16 Conical prismatic lens, poly
FCL16 Flat clear lens, acrylic
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard
347V 347V Step down transformer for  
 remote installation
DMX DMX analog interface, remote
 (120V only)
FC Field cut kit

SC

Safety

Cable

dome

options

 

LED 16", DLC qualified
6000 to 8000 lumens

NP14-083

LED low bay |120-277 Volt 

P/N Example: LHB16-VR55-27K-WH-P18/ L16PRA /347V

LHB16 - VR55 - 27K - WH - P18  / L16PRA  / 347V

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

DOME

open refractor
L16PRA Prismatic dome, acrylic
L16PRP Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

aluminum shade
L16ALWH White dome

L16ALBL Black dome

L16ALMS Metallic silver dome

L16ALCC Custom color dome

Note: Interior surface of the aluminum 
shade is high reflective white, standard.
Exterior is textured finish.

accessories

 

housing

temp

 lumens

 series dome

options

 

SC

Safety

Cable

5"

1⁄4"
CCA

Coil Cord

& Cable Kit

5"

1⁄4"CA

Cord &

Cable Kit

SERIES
LHB16 Low bay 16"

WATTS   

VR55 55 watts  (≈ 6000 lumen) 
VR70 70 watts  (≈ 7000 lumen) 
VR85 85 watts  (≈ 8000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
27K  2700K
3K   3000K
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
 0-10V DC standard, leave
 box blank

HOUSING
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

 NOTE: Heat sink is black.

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length 
CA Cord and cable, 6 ft.
CAxx Cord and cable, custom length 

replace xx with length in feet
CCA Coil cord and cable, adjustable 

from 2 to 8 feet in length
CCA12 Coil cord and cable, from 4 to 12 

feet in length
RLEM Remote Emergency Pack. Contact  

factory for details. Not available  
on cord mount

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
WG16 Wire guard, bottom
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard
347V 347V Step down transformer for  
 remote installation
DMX DMX analog interface, remote
 (120V only)
FC Field cut kit

This fixture features a 5/8" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and 
will be joined with a coupling. For custom 
lengths, specify the FC Field Cut kit and a 
standard length that can be cut to desired 
length in the field.

Housing has a polyester powder coat finish 
offered in white, black, metallic silver 
and custom colors. Optional DA (diffused 
aluminum) has an etched surface on the 
extruded aluminum housing for a raw 
industrial appearance. Heat sink is supplied 
black anodized standard. Heat sink can be 
supplied in optional finishes, contact factory.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support.  

Bridgelux Vero 29 Array Series
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module.

 � 80 CRI

Electronic Driver
 � 0-10V dimming to 10% (Dimming not   

 offered with coil cord options)

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized passive heat sink designed  

 for maximum heat dissipation. 

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

DesignLights Consortium® Qualified. Refer 
to DLC website for current information 
designlights.org.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

16"16"

11"11"

25" (100W)

24" (up to 85W)

25" (100W)

24" (up to 85W)

12" L 
standard

12" L 
standard

Black Heat SinkBlack Heat Sink

HousingHousing
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HIGH BAYLOW BAY
LED 22"
VR series, 18000 to 24000 lumens

NP15-021

LED high bay |120-277 Volt 

DOME

open refractor
22PRAS Shallow prismatic dome,  
 acrylic
 

22PRA Prismatic dome, acrylic

22PRP Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

aluminum shade
22ALWH White dome

22ALBL Black dome

22ALMS Metallic silver dome

22ALCC Custom color dome

Note: Interior surface of the aluminum 
shade is high reflective white, standard. 
Exterior is textured finish.

This fixture is designed with (3) Vero 29 COB 
arrays and (3) drivers. Standard wiring will 
be with a single switch leg, optional 2SW or 
3SW will allow for multiple switch legs and 
illumination levels.

Housing is a heavy aluminum extrusion with 
polyester powder coat finish offered in white, 
black, metallic silver and custom colors. 
Optional DA (diffused aluminum) has an 
etched surface on the aluminum housing for 
a raw industrial appearance.

This fixture features a 3/4" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and will 
be joined with a coupling.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support.

Bridgelux Vero 29 Array Series COB
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module.

 � 80 CRI is standard and a 90 CRI option 
is offered. With the 90 CRI option, lower 
lumen output and reduced lumens per 
watt will be experienced.

Electronic Drivers
 � 0-10V dimming to 10%

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized passive heat sinks  

 designed for maximum heat dissipation. 

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

22"

13  3⁄8"

27  5⁄8"

8 3⁄8"

22  3⁄8"

12" L 
standard

shown above

P/N Example: LHB22-VR165-35K-WH-P18/22PRA/SC

accessories

 

housing

temp

 lumens

 series

LHB22 - VR165 - 35K - WH - P18  / 22PRA  / SC

dome

options

 

SC

Safety

Cable

SERIES
LHB22 High bay 22"

WATTS   
VR165 165 watts  (≈ 18000 lumen) 
VR210 210 watts  (≈ 21000 lumen) 
VR255 255 watts  (≈ 24000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
3K   3000K 
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
 0-10V DC standard, leave
 box blank

HOUSING
DA Diffused aluminum 
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length
HC Hook & cord (6-ft. cord standard) 
2SW Two switch legs (not available 

with cord option
3SW Three switch legs (1/1/1)
9CR 90 CRI, effects lumens per watt 
REM Remote battery pack

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
WG22 Wire guard, bottom
PLA22 Conical prismatic lens, acrylic
PLP22 Conical prismatic lens, poly
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard

LED 9"
VR series, 1000 to 2000 lumens

NP15-007

LED low bay |120-277 Volt 

P/N Example: LHB9-VR20-27K-WH-P18 /9PRADIF/SC

This fixture features a 5/8" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and 
will be joined with a coupling. For custom 
lengths, specify the FC Field Cut kit and a 
standard length that can be cut to desired 
length in the field.

Housing has a polyester powder coat finish 
offered in white, black, metallic silver 
and custom colors. Optional DA (diffused 
aluminum) has an etched surface on the 
extruded aluminum housing for a raw 
industrial appearance.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support. 

Bridgelux Vero 18 Array Series
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module. 

 � 80 CRI is standard and a 90 CRI option 
is offered. With the 90 CRI option, lower 
lumen output and reduced lumens per 
watt will be experienced.

Electronic Driver
 � 0-10V dimming to 10% (Dimming not   

 offered with coil cord options)

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized aluminum passive 

heat sink, designed for maximum heat 
dissipation. 

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

9"

6"

12" L 
standard

LHB9 - VR20- 27K - WH - P18 / 9PRADIF / SC

DOME

open refractor
9PRA__ Prismatic dome,
 clear acrylic

 DIF Diffused (white)
 MET Metalized interior

 
9PRP__ Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

 BLU Blue
 RED Red
 GRN Green
 AMB Amber

12 1⁄2"

Blue

GreenRed Amber

Diffused (white) Metalized interior

accessories

 

housing

temp

 lumens

 series dome

options

 

SC

Safety

Cable

Note:  9PRA and 9PRP domes will be clear. Add designations 
for options and color. Example:  9PRP-BLU

SERIES
LHB9 Low bay 9"

WATTS   

VR15 15 watts  (≈ 1000 lumen) 
VR20 20 watts  (≈ 1500 lumen) 
VR25 25 watts  (≈ 2000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
27K  2700K
3K   3000K
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
 0-10V DC standard, leave
 box blank 

2WR 2-wire. TRIAC forward-phase or  
 ELV reverse-phase (100%-1%)  
 (120V only)

HOUSING
DA Diffused aluminum 
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length 
CA Cord and cable, 6 ft.
CAxx Cord and cable, custom length 

replace xx with length in feet
CCA Coil cord and cable, adjustable 

from 2 to 8 feet in length
CCA12 Coil cord and cable, from 4 to 12 

feet in length
9CR 90 CRI, effects lumens per watt

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard
347V 347V Step down transformer for  
 remote installation
DMX DMX analog interface, remote
 (120V only)
FC Field cut kit

*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.

*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.
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*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.

*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.

LED 22"
CZ series, 13000 to 26000 lumens

NP15-009

LED high bay |120-277 Volt 

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

22"

27  5⁄8"

13  3⁄8"

12" L 
standard

DOME

open refractor
22PRAS Shallow prismatic dome,  
 acrylic
 

22PRA Prismatic dome, acrylic

22PRP Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

aluminum shade
22ALWH White dome

22ALBL Black dome

22ALMS Metallic silver dome

22ALCC Custom color dome

Note: Interior surface of the aluminum 
shade is high reflective white, standard. 
Exterior is textured finish.

8 3⁄8"

22  3⁄8"

shown above

P/N Example: LHB22-CZ120-35K-WH-P18/22PRAS/PLA22

accessories

 

housing

temp

 lumens

 series

LHB22 - CZ120 - 35K - WH - P18  / 22PRAS  / PLA22

dome

options

 
SC

Safety

Cable

SERIES
LHB22 High bay 22"

WATTS   
CZ120 120 watts  (≈ 13000 lumen) 
CZ160 160 watts  (≈ 17000 lumen) 
CZ200 200 watts  (≈ 22000 lumen) 
CZ240 240 watts  (≈ 26000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
 0-10V DC standard, leave
 box blank

HOUSING
DA Diffused aluminum 
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length
HC Hook & cord (6-ft. cord standard) 
2SW Two switch legs (not available 

with cord option

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
WG22 Wire guard, bottom
PLA22 Conical prismatic lens, acrylic
PLP22 Conical prismatic lens, poly
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard

This fixture is designed with (1) Citizens 
CitiLED series COB and (2) drivers. Standard 
wiring will be a single switch leg; optional 
2SW will provide two switch leg control of 
the COB.

Housing is a heavy aluminum extrusion with 
polyester powder coat finish offered in white, 
black, metallic silver and custom colors. 
Optional DA (diffused aluminum) has an 
etched surface on the aluminum housing for 
a raw industrial appearance.

This fixture features a 3/4" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and will 
be joined with a coupling.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support.   

Citizens CitiLED Series COB
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module.

 � 80 CRI

Electronic Drivers
 � 0-10V dimming to 10%

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized passive heat sinks  

designed for maximum heat dissipation. 

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

LED 12" 
VR series, 1500 to 4000 lumens

NP15-008

LED low bay |120-277 Volt 

P/N Example: LHB12-VR50-27K-WH-P18/12PRA/PLA12

This fixture features a 5/8" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and 
will be joined with a coupling. For custom 
lengths, specify the FC Field Cut kit and a 
standard length that can be cut to desired 
length in the field.

Housing has a polyester powder coat finish 
offered in white, black, metallic silver 
and custom colors. Optional DA (diffused 
aluminum) has an etched surface on the 
extruded aluminum housing for a raw 
industrial appearance. Heat sink is supplied 
black anodized standard. Heat sink can be 
supplied in optional finishes, contact factory.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support.  

Bridgelux Vero 18 Array Series
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module.

 � 80 CRI is standard and a 90 CRI option 
is offered. With the 90 CRI option, lower 
lumen output and reduced lumens per 
watt will be experienced.

Electronic Driver
 � 0-10V dimming to 10% (Dimming not   

 offered with coil cord options)

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized aluminum passive 

heat sink, designed for maximum heat 
dissipation.

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

12 1⁄2"

7 1⁄2"

16"

12" L 
standard

 Black Heat Sink

 Housing

LHB12 - VR50- 27K - WH - P18  / 12PRA  / PLA12

accessories

 

housing

temp

 lumens

 series dome

options

 

SC

Safety

Cable

5"

1⁄4"
CCA

Coil Cord

& Cable Kit

5"

1⁄4"CA

Cord &

Cable Kit

DOME

open refractor
12PRA Prismatic dome, acrylic
12PRA-DIF Diffused prismatic  
 dome, acrylic.
 80/20 distribution
12PRP Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

aluminum shade
12ALWH White dome

12ALBL Black dome

12ALMS Metallic silver dome

12ALCC Custom color dome

Note: Interior surface of the aluminum 
shade is high reflective white, standard.
Exterior is textured finish.

SERIES
LHB12 Low bay 12"

WATTS   

VR20 20 watts  (≈ 1500 lumen) 
VR25 25 watts  (≈ 2000 lumen) 
VR35 35 watts  (≈ 3000 lumen) 
VR50 50 watts  (≈ 4000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
27K  2700K
3K   3000K
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
 0-10V DC standard, leave
 box blank

HOUSING
DA Diffused aluminum 
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

 NOTE: Heat sink is black. 

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length 
CA Cord and cable, 6 ft.
CAxx Cord and cable, custom length 

replace xx with length in feet
CCA Coil cord and cable, adjustable 

from 2 to 8 feet in length
CCA12 Coil cord and cable, from 4 to 12 

feet in length
9CR 90 CRI, effects lumens per watt 
RLEM Remote Emergency Pack. Contact  

factory for details. Not available  
on cord mount

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
WG12 Wire guard, bottom 
PLA12 Conical prismatic lens, acrylic
PLP12 Conical prismatic lens, poly
FCL12 Flat clear lens, acrylic
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard
347V 347V Step down transformer for  
 remote installation
DMX DMX analog interface, remote
 (120V only)
FC Field cut kit
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HIGH BAYLOW BAY
LED 22"
VR series, 18000 to 24000 lumens

NP15-021

LED high bay |120-277 Volt 

DOME

open refractor
22PRAS Shallow prismatic dome,  
 acrylic
 

22PRA Prismatic dome, acrylic

22PRP Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

aluminum shade
22ALWH White dome

22ALBL Black dome

22ALMS Metallic silver dome

22ALCC Custom color dome

Note: Interior surface of the aluminum 
shade is high reflective white, standard. 
Exterior is textured finish.

This fixture is designed with (3) Vero 29 COB 
arrays and (3) drivers. Standard wiring will 
be with a single switch leg, optional 2SW or 
3SW will allow for multiple switch legs and 
illumination levels.

Housing is a heavy aluminum extrusion with 
polyester powder coat finish offered in white, 
black, metallic silver and custom colors. 
Optional DA (diffused aluminum) has an 
etched surface on the aluminum housing for 
a raw industrial appearance.

This fixture features a 3/4" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and will 
be joined with a coupling.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support.

Bridgelux Vero 29 Array Series COB
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module.

 � 80 CRI is standard and a 90 CRI option 
is offered. With the 90 CRI option, lower 
lumen output and reduced lumens per 
watt will be experienced.

Electronic Drivers
 � 0-10V dimming to 10%

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized passive heat sinks  

 designed for maximum heat dissipation. 

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

22"

13  3⁄8"

27  5⁄8"

8 3⁄8"

22  3⁄8"

12" L 
standard

shown above

P/N Example: LHB22-VR165-35K-WH-P18/22PRA/SC

accessories

 

housing

temp

 lumens

 series

LHB22 - VR165 - 35K - WH - P18  / 22PRA  / SC

dome

options

 

SC

Safety

Cable

SERIES
LHB22 High bay 22"

WATTS   
VR165 165 watts  (≈ 18000 lumen) 
VR210 210 watts  (≈ 21000 lumen) 
VR255 255 watts  (≈ 24000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
3K   3000K 
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
 0-10V DC standard, leave
 box blank

HOUSING
DA Diffused aluminum 
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length
HC Hook & cord (6-ft. cord standard) 
2SW Two switch legs (not available 

with cord option
3SW Three switch legs (1/1/1)
9CR 90 CRI, effects lumens per watt 
REM Remote battery pack

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
WG22 Wire guard, bottom
PLA22 Conical prismatic lens, acrylic
PLP22 Conical prismatic lens, poly
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard

LED 9"
VR series, 1000 to 2000 lumens

NP15-007

LED low bay |120-277 Volt 

P/N Example: LHB9-VR20-27K-WH-P18 /9PRADIF/SC

This fixture features a 5/8" OD mounting 
stem with a 5" diameter swivel canopy that 
self-adjusts up to 45° to accommodate 
sloped ceilings. Factory standard pendant 
length is 12". Pendants are available in 
lengths listed in the options section. 48" is 
the longest continual length. Longer lengths 
are available in 12 inch increments and 
will be joined with a coupling. For custom 
lengths, specify the FC Field Cut kit and a 
standard length that can be cut to desired 
length in the field.

Housing has a polyester powder coat finish 
offered in white, black, metallic silver 
and custom colors. Optional DA (diffused 
aluminum) has an etched surface on the 
extruded aluminum housing for a raw 
industrial appearance.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/support. 

Bridgelux Vero 18 Array Series
 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 

maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air 
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life of module. 

 � 80 CRI is standard and a 90 CRI option 
is offered. With the 90 CRI option, lower 
lumen output and reduced lumens per 
watt will be experienced.

Electronic Driver
 � 0-10V dimming to 10% (Dimming not   

 offered with coil cord options)

 � 50/60 Hz

 � 120V-277V

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized aluminum passive 

heat sink, designed for maximum heat 
dissipation. 

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

 
Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"

ordering data

9"

6"

12" L 
standard

LHB9 - VR20- 27K - WH - P18 / 9PRADIF / SC

DOME

open refractor
9PRA__ Prismatic dome,
 clear acrylic

 DIF Diffused (white)
 MET Metalized interior

 
9PRP__ Prismatic dome,  
 polycarbonate

 BLU Blue
 RED Red
 GRN Green
 AMB Amber

12 1⁄2"

Blue

GreenRed Amber

Diffused (white) Metalized interior

accessories

 

housing

temp

 lumens

 series dome

options

 

SC

Safety

Cable

Note:  9PRA and 9PRP domes will be clear. Add designations 
for options and color. Example:  9PRP-BLU

SERIES
LHB9 Low bay 9"

WATTS   

VR15 15 watts  (≈ 1000 lumen) 
VR20 20 watts  (≈ 1500 lumen) 
VR25 25 watts  (≈ 2000 lumen) 

COLOR TEMPERATURE
27K  2700K
3K   3000K
35K  3500K
4K   4000K
5K   5000K

DIMMING
 0-10V DC standard, leave
 box blank 

2WR 2-wire. TRIAC forward-phase or  
 ELV reverse-phase (100%-1%)  
 (120V only)

HOUSING
DA Diffused aluminum 
WH White
BL Black
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

OPTIONS
P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length 
CA Cord and cable, 6 ft.
CAxx Cord and cable, custom length 

replace xx with length in feet
CCA Coil cord and cable, adjustable 

from 2 to 8 feet in length
CCA12 Coil cord and cable, from 4 to 12 

feet in length
9CR 90 CRI, effects lumens per watt

DOME
   Refer to left for shade options.

ACCESSORIES
SC Safety cable, 6 ft. standard
347V 347V Step down transformer for  
 remote installation
DMX DMX analog interface, remote
 (120V only)
FC Field cut kit

*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.

*Listed lumens and wattages are component measurements. 
See photometrics for fixture values.
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231 Commerce Drive
Fall River, MA 02720
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9" Low Bay:
•	1000 to 2000 lumens
•	Clear, colored & diffused dome options

12" Low Bay:
•	1500 to 4000 lumens
•	Clear, diffused & aluminum dome options

16" Low Bay:
•	6000 to 9000 lumen
•	Clear, diffused & aluminum dome options
•	DLC listed at 85W & under

22" High Bay:
•	13000 to 26000 lumens
•	Shallow & deep versions in acrylic; also  
 Polycarbonate & aluminum dome options

9", 12", 16" & 22"

Low Bay / High Bay Low Bay / High Bay
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